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Abstract—According to World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Over 3 billion people i.e, 40% of the world population has an Internet connection. Internet users prefer to access web pages that range from static to dynamic, HD videos to 3D videos. Due to the dynamic nature of the website and rich user interface a lot of network bandwidth is wasted in various web contents like advertisement, images, redirection, audios and videos. Such heavy websites introduces latency in loading of web pages due to low network bandwidth. To reduce the latency a lot of research work is proposed on prefetching and parallel loading of web page content but they do not provide personalization. In this paper, we propose a novel network bandwidth conservative technique for personalize web access that reduces web latency on low network bandwidth devices or users. In particular, our approach uses object reordering, prioritization and compression algorithm to reduce the web latency. The approach allows user to specify his preferences to improve browsing experience with filtering unnecessary advertisements and unwanted content on website and compress images and videos. Thus, low latency network user’s perceived latency can be minimized and network bandwidth consumption can be reduced.

Index Terms—Bandwidth Saver, Browser, Compression, Network Bandwidth, nsiContentPolicy, Personalization, Prioritization.

1 INTRODUCTION

According to W3C number of end users browsing (3 billion) and amount of data has been downloaded is increasing exponentially. User prefers to browse, download and buffer the contents from various web services.

Web sites are evolved from static web pages into dynamic web applications and include heavy contents. But, the per user bandwidth has not grown as per the growth of the websites. Web sites are now including contents like images, videos, audios, popups and redirection that consumes lots of bandwidth. The growth of the network bandwidth is not as per requirement.

Now, dynamic web pages provide rich user interface, and includes third party contents such as advertisements, pop-ups, automatic redirection, audios and videos. This consumes more user’s bandwidth because, website publisher includes third party contents. Thus, it consumes more user bandwidth in loading third party contents, because web browser loads all contents. For getting web pages faster to the user, lots of research work is done with help of combining different techniques like web prefetching [5] [15] [3], content delivery networks [5], web caching [5] [17] and neural network [6]. By applying these techniques with proper collaboration, user get web pages faster, but frontend optimization is not provided by any system or framework. There are some techniques available, but they are all-or-none approach.

The detail problem is as follows.

A website developer develops a website, and for financial gain he includes various third party contents such as advertisements, audios and videos. However, the inclusion of third party contents requires more network bandwidth and increases web page loading time. Delay in loading of client side effect is perceived by the low bandwidth users. To address these problems, we develop a framework for personalize web access. In particular, we provide freedom to the user to choose the contents and its order of loading on the website. In addition to that our approach compresses image objects on webpages to save users’ network bandwidth.

A nsiContentPolicy [1] interface provided by Firefox aims to solve above problems, it provides users to control loading of contents. In addition to that, we incorporate compression technique to provide compress images on web pages. This saves user’s network bandwidth while browsing on the Internet.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. We identified limitations in the traditional approach by analyzing different existing techniques and recent work.
2. We design and propose a novel approach to allow user personalization of web page object loading. In addition our approach allows compression of image object in website by using thread party proxy server.
3. We evaluate and compare the result of websites from various categories to show effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides motivation; Section III provides detailed overview of recent developments. In Section IV provides observations from the study and Section V provides propose technique Section VI provides implementation, Section VII provides Results, Section VIII provide discussion, Section IX and Section X provide discussion and Section XI provides conclusion of the paper.
2 MOTIVATION

Due to rapid development in Internet, web pages are becoming more interactive and contain hundreds of resources such as images, audios, videos and animations. But, relatively slow advancement in bandwidth affects the user's quality of service and its browsing experience in various ways. Because, the contents are enforced by the web publisher and user has no control to decide which contents to be loaded on browser.

The normal web page contains 0 to 40% dynamic contents such as images, advertises, pop-ups, automatic redirection, audios and videos.

Figure 1 shows the snaps of popular websites where we see that advertises and images covers 40% part of the web page.

![Figure 1. Regular Webpage](image)

According to Wireshark traces 50% user's network bandwidth consumed by loading advertises only [4]. So we need a framework that allows user to decide which contents of a web page should load and which are not and provide personalized web access to the user.

3 LITERATURE SURVEY

The goal of literature survey is to study and analyze techniques which are enhancing Internet quality and user experience. The present modernization of web browser is targeted towards faster access, better performance, and high user interface and bandwidth conservation. For this enhancement lot of techniques are carried out in back-end. Like web prefetching, web caching, content delivery network, artificial neural network etc.

Every technique has its own advantages and disadvantages. So for minimizing disadvantages, researchers combine various techniques for better performance. A lot of research work is done by combining above techniques to get web pages faster to users. The survey is divided in three categories.

A] Research work on web prefetching, web caching, and content delivery network.

B] Research regarding neural network and other recent techniques.

C] Basic survey of image compression techniques.

3.1 Research work on web prefetching, web caching, and content delivery network.

Web prefetching is a technique that predicts future requests, in 2011 by combining web prefetching technique with integrated technique, a mechanism was designed for reducing user latency [3] which predicts future requests for user or group of users. It totally depends on how many times users can access a particular page. This framework is based on the client server model and uses the technique of web caching and web prefetching. However, the limitation of this technique is that the prediction is made on the basis of, user or group of users but the scope of this is only local. It can access links, which are locally available and not globally. In 2014, for web service enhancement [15] the advancement is done in web prefetching. This technique combines FP growth rule mining concept, the weighted mining concept and Markov model. The technique takes a decision on the ratio between caching and prefetching accessed document. For better performance or response it is necessary to build a proxy server, by combining techniques of FP growth rule mining concept, the weighted mining concept and Markov model. FP growth rule mining concept is used to find frequent pages without generating candidate set. However, the limitation is that it requires some extra time to decide for sending response to the user as it evaluates a particular request from which cluster it comes and send back.

Web caching is a technique that stores frequently accessed content, but suffers the problem of disconnection with servers. In 2012 the technique called dynamic web caching [17] was proposed. In this technique, problem of frequent disconnection is overcome by using the clustering concept. However, the problem of the swamping of server occurred that is the number of users requesting at a time to one cluster.

The content delivery network is used to provide content to the host. In 2013, the technique called LACDN [5] is proposed to get pages faster to the user. This technique combines three techniques that are web prefetching; web caching, and content delivery network. Web perfecting gives hint about a document that can be prefetched. Web caching is a mechanism for web documents and temporary storage; it reduces bandwidth usage and content delivery network serve content to end user with high performance and high availability. However, prefetching policy used in this technique is based on a combination of history based and content based perfecting strategies.

3.2 Research regarding neural network and other recent techniques.

The neural network is working on prediction so by combining this technique with various existing technique user get faster access in 2013, the technique called ART1NN [18] is proposed, in this they combine ART1NN clustering algorithm with web prefetching. The advantage of this is, it predicts pages more correctly for users or group of users. The term prototype vector gives a generalized representation about web pages which are most frequently requested by users in a cluster. The main advantage of approach is to utilize better network resources by prefetching the URLs for group or cluster rather than a single host or user. However, it depends critically upon the order in which the training data are processed. The effect can be re-
 introduced to some extent by using a slower learning rate. In 2014 the method called Recurrent Neuro Evolutionary Technique [6] is proposed. It predicts future frame size by analyzing traffic size and historical access data, afterwards in 2014 the technique for web link prioritization [7] is proposed in this it analyses user web usage and content and decides priority for that particular user. This is achieved by combining genetic algorithm technique and different mining techniques that are web content mining, web usage mining and web structure mining. However, if the user is new on the web then this technique can’t predict most relevant web pages to dedicated user. Technique needs some training data with respect to user to find more relevant web pages.

The techniques like HTTP acceleration and Green Ajax which helps to enhance the quality of Internet bandwidth. The idea behind HTTP acceleration technique [9] is to enhance Internet access for remote communities. This is achieved by introducing HTTP Performance Enhancing Proxy (HTTPEP) it improves the speed and utilizes satellite resources. And the technique called Green Ajax [16] is used to reduce web server's load and data transfer between user and web server because, it only loads a specific part of a web page. The idea of this approach is to receive signals from the web server that will trigger the web application to renew only new data from the web server so that the traffic from the server and client is reduced. But, this approach totally depends on the trigger so if trigger lost, then all updates regarding change in information also lost. The technique, called Smart Mobile Web Browsing [1], this is the framework for mobile browsing that delivers webpages to the smartphone, based on current network type and battery level. The technique, called User CSP [13] User Specified Content Security Policies is a mechanism for browser security it protects the website from content injection attack and gives authority to user to enforce client side policies.

3.3 Basic survey of image compression techniques [2] [12]

The need of the survey is to analyze basic techniques which are used to compress images. Basic techniques such as: delta encoding, quantization, baseline and progressive encoding. Delta encoding: The idea behind delta encoding is, it will encode, quantization, baseline and progressive encoding.

Delta encoding: The idea behind delta encoding is, it will encode, quantization, baseline and progressive encoding. It can’t predict most relevant web pages to dedicated user. Technique needs some training data with respect to user to find more relevant web pages.

Baseline encoding: Baseline means the full data of every pixel block is returned to the file one after another, it renders images top left line by line.

Progressive encoding: Progressive means only part of blocks is returned to the file and then another until the full data send. In this we see that image gradually go sharper and sharper.

Discrete cosine transform (DCT) [10,11]: The DCT helps to separate the image into parts (or spectral sub-bands) of differing importance (with respect to the image's visual quality). It is specially use for lossy compression and use in JPEG compression technique.

The significant advantage of DCT technique is that it uses quantization process as we discuss above, which is an efficient method to eliminate redundant data and also provides flexibility.

4 OUR OBSERVATIONS

Observations are:

1. Web pages are brought faster, but there is no technique that provides front end optimization.

Because of interactive environment provided by web browsers with various inbuilt techniques such as web prefetching, web caching, content delivery network and artificial neural networks. Which provides faster access to all autonomous users, but all this technique is providing web pages with relevant search and faster rate. But this served pages has lots of unnecessary stuff like advertises, animations, various social activities, popups and unnecessary redirections. These activities are not controlled by techniques that we discuss so it is necessary to provide front end optimization and secure web computing to the user.

2. As we found from literature survey little work is done on object reordering and prioritization based on the personal preference.

3. No personalization provided on per site basis.

5 PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The proposed architecture includes three parties that are web browser, third party server and main server.

The figure 2 shows an enhancement in traditional browser architecture, by adding Bandwidth Sever block.
CSS rules for layout or to manage the web page with different specifications. Browser functionality mainly divided in to four parts.

5.1.1 Document Object Module (DOM)
DOM is nothing but the tree structure of a web page, it sort outs all HTML tags by its functionality and priority.

5.1.2 Parser
It is a process for rendering the web pages, parsing a document what actually means is, convert the document into a significant format i.e. it can be understood by code or computer program. The result of parsing is a tree of nodes that represent the structure of the document. It uses a context free grammar to parse because it’s a deterministic grammar.

5.1.3 JavaScript (JS)
It is a kind of virtual machine which interprets (translates) and executes JavaScript. It allows easier testing and implementation. It also provides an access for developers to use functionality needed to control browser that is DOM handling, networking, data storage, external events, HTML 5 videos, etc.

5.1.4 Network Module
This module is responsible for periphery activity between the user and server. It manages, send and receive requests. This are browser’s functionalities, we are proposing an additional functionality for efficient bandwidth access as follows.

5.1.5 Bandwidth Sever
We propose to add this functionality before network module. Because, from that position we decide which requests are allowed or not allowed.

5.2 Third Party Server
The third party server focuses on compression of images. We compress images with our novel compression algorithm and serve that image to the user to save his network bandwidth. The flow is as follows.
1. Bandwidth server sends request to third party server.
2. Third party server will forward that request to main server.
3. Main server will respond to the third party server.
4. Third party server compresses the requested image by using our proposed compression algorithm.
5. Then third party server responds compress image to user.

In this way the third party server saves user network bandwidth by providing images which are 50% compress than original.

5.3 Web Server
It is a system or a program that uses client/server model and process request via HTTP, It serves the web pages or files via World Wide Web. The important and primary function is to store, process and delivered the web pages to the client, which are requesting specific content, files or web pages.

5.2 ALGORITHM FOR BANDWIDTH SEVER
The need of the algorithm is to understand flow and working of extension. Algorithm focuses on validating users to our extension if users are not valid it allows to validate users and set their priority to websites using our approach. We explain step by step execution as follows.

5.3 ALGORITHM FOR COMPRESSION
The focus of the algorithm is to minimize the size of image, i.e.; n’*m’ (dimension) to n’* m’ (dimension). We achieve 50% compression of image by removing alternate rows and column.

Bandwidth saver architecture in fig 3 help users to apply priority on every website by providing them with a GUI to set priority on websites. This approach monitors the browser’s internal events such as HTML parsing, same origin object and cross origin objects. Then it dynamically analyzes the content type loaded by the particular web page and the source of that content. This browser rendering information is useful for inferring nsiContentPolicy to web page automatically.
7 IMPLEMENTATION

We did an introductory implementation for proposed system using Jetpack framework provided by Mozilla. We implement nsiContentPolicy for blocking and unblocking contents on websites. By using this we can observe the content that is being loaded into the browser. This interface is very useful for content-aware plug-in. By using this we can allow or stop user-browsed URLs. For our proposed technique we created a GUI as following fig 4.

A nsiContentPolicy [1] have two methods shouldLoad() and shouldProcess() which are responsible for implementing nsiContentPolicy.

1. shouldLoad() : This method will call before loading the resources, it decides the resources at this location are loaded or not.
2. shouldProcess() : This method will be called once, it is used to allow a response from a server to be handled or ignore.

We can accept and reject requests by specifying its type and source. TYPE_SCRIPT, TYPE_IMAGE, TYPE_STYLESHEET etc. this are the content defined in nsiContentPolicy.

Example-
- Content type: TYPE_IMAGE = REJECT OR ACCEPT,
- TYPE_SCRIPT = REJECT OR ACCEPT. In this way we define policy pragmatically, results are as follows.

After implementing nsiContentPolicy we get following results which allow user to block his contents on a website. In particular, we take two scenarios i.e; $www.facebook.com$ having multiple images on website and $www.yahoo.com$ having an images and advertise on the website. The output shows the result of blocking images and advertisements on the website.

8 RESULT ANALYSIS

We implemented and tested the results of proposed system and compression algorithm which is develop using Matlab 2012 on PC with Intel(R) core i3 processor, four GB RAM and Ubuntu 12.04 operating system for addon sdk developement and Windows 7 for compression algorithm. These results were analyzed with respect to performance, speed and quality factors.

8.1 Performance overhead of network bandwidth saver extension

We compare and analyze the results with respect to normal loading time, load only visible area and load a web page without image and advertise.

As shown in the table 1 we calculate the loading time for 25 popular website with respect to three factors as follows.
1. Normal time to load web page.
   In this we load websites as its own defined policy and calculate the loading time to load whole website. We compare this factor with other two factors which focuses on user defined policy.

2. Time to load web page without image and advertise.
   In this we defined policy to reject images and advertise on websites so that it only loads text.

3. Time to load web page with visible area of web page.
   In this we defined policy to load only visible area on screen. So that it only loads the visible region instead of total loading.

8.2 Quality measure of compression algorithm

We compare and analyze the results with respect to overhead and quality of image. The table 2 shows the factors we are considering for measuring quality of image.

The quality measure factors are as follows:

1. Compression ratio (CR): It is the difference between original image size and compress image size.
2. Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR): It is used for finding the ratio between maximum power signal and the corrupting power signal with respect to original one. PSNR is easily defined by mean square error. It is most commonly used to measure or calculate the quality of reconstruction of lossy compression.

   \[ PSNR(x,y) = 10 \cdot \log_{10} \left( \frac{\max (\max(x), \max(y))^2}{|x - y|^2} \right) \]

3. Root Mean squared error (RMSE): It is the average of sequence of errors. In particular, it is the difference between estimator and what is estimated.

Following table shows the comparison of existing DCT technique [10] and our propose technique. We compare three stranded images which are in matlab as listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Image</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>CR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lena.tif (256 X 256)</td>
<td>27.25</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>30.12</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera.png (512 X 512)</td>
<td>31.23</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td>13.65</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>16.64</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandrill.tif (512 X 512)</td>
<td>26.78</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>21.43</td>
<td>21.62</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Result analysis of compression technique

We say that our compression ratio is more than existing system but quality is affected.

8.3 Performance overhead of compression algorithm

The time to execute an compression algorithm is approximate 0.50 ms. We calculate this by using tic () and toc () functions provided by Matlab 2012. Hence, the additional time required to provide images on web page is time required to compress an image and sending and receiving time overhead of requested image.

8.4 Network bandwidth saved using compression algorithm

We are providing 50% compression to the user in other words we say that the compression ratio is directly proportional to network bandwidth. i.e, lesser a size of an image more a network bandwidth saves.

9 FUTURE WORK

We did an introductory implementation of proposed system which allows users to block or unblock the contents on websites. In addition to that we also develop an image compression algorithm which provides 50% compression of any image. Now we are focusing on further developments such as, the object reordering and prioritization. After implementing this, we are able to provide personalize web access to the users.

10 DISCUSSION

After implementation of complete proposed system it performs or takes following actions:

1. If the website has predefined user priority rules then browser renders contents with respect to user rules.
2. If the website hasn't had a predefined user priority rule, then our extension will pop out a GUI for setting priority to the website.
3. If the user doesn't want to set the priority to a particular website then it loads the contents as website defined policy.
4. The extension is also responsible for distinguishing the
same origin and cross origin contents by evaluating its content type and source from where it loaded.

5. The extension allows resetting priority of website.

11 CONCLUSION

In the end, we conclude that recently there are many developments in web technology and techniques related to the Internet. As most of the research work is done on how to get relevant web pages faster to the user related search query. For this, researcher combines various techniques like web prefetching, web caching, content delivery network, artificial neural network as we discuss above, but no one technique provides user personalization or front end optimization. Hence we develop a framework for user personalization where users can specify its preference on per site basis. And in addition to that we provide 50% compress image than original on web page which are requested by the user. In short, we can say that users can paint his website and save its network bandwidth while browsing websites.
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